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What specifically is the goal that we are trying to accomplish on January 6th?
posted 2 minutes ago by TutTutTutter +2 / -0

Hear me out, I’m not dooming or saying anything really. I’m simply wondering if you have a cohesive goal.

If it ends up being a bunch of disparate efforts, this could turn into a mixed bag of peaceful protests, Alex Jones
bullhorn speeches, and isolated outbreaks of violence from the brasher members of Trumps base.

That could mean January 6th becomes too peaceful to make any difference or scare anyone, with enough violence
but in small enough quantities to give the MSM ammunition to fear monger, while not being enough to actually
scare Congress.

Will people be bringing their guns? Highly illegal (while Constitutional) acts such as these must be done in massive
groups in order to avoid lone actors getting arrested.

Will people bring literal pitchforks and torches? Imo that’s almost a better image.

Where will the targets of protest be?

The buildings of Congress where the votes are being held? Is the march intended to keep those legislators from
leaving the building?

But most importantly, when a thin blue line stands between them their goal, will the thin blue line stop the
protesters in their tracks like last time, or will they be given a warning, and then charged right through shorty after?

Disclaimer: I AM NOT SUGGESTING SNY OF THESE ACTION. I AM SIMPLY POSING QUESTIONS.
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Hear me out, I’m not dooming or saying anything really. I’m simply wondering if you have a cohesive goal. If it
ends up being a bunch of disparate efforts, this could turn into a mixed bag of peaceful protests, Alex Jones
bullhorn speeches, and isolated outbreaks of violence from the brasher members of Trumps base. That could mean
January 6th becomes too peaceful to make any difference or scare anyone, with enough violence but in small
enough quantities to give the MSM ammunition to fear monger, while not being enough to actually scare Congress.
Will people be bringing their guns? Highly illegal (while Constitutional) acts such as these must be done in massive
groups in order to avoid lone actors getting arrested. Will people bring literal pitchforks and torches? Imo that’s
almost a better image. Where will the targets of protest be? The buildings of Congress where the votes are being
held? Is the march intended to keep those legislators from leaving the building? But most importantly, when a thin
blue line stands between them their goal, will the thin blue line stop the protesters in their tracks like last time, or
will they be given a warning, and then charged right through shorty after? Disclaimer: I AM NOT SUGGESTING
SNY OF THESE ACTION. I AM SIMPLY POSING QUESTIONS.
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▲ 1 ▼
– Asshat4Congress 1 point moments ago +1 / -0

Trumpstock will have the same goal as woodstock...to change the motherfucking world, except we are not a bunch
of dirty hippies
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▲ 1 ▼
– TutTutTutter [S] 1 point moments ago +1 / -0

I get that, but how will this be accomplished? Genuinely just trying to get a handle on the situation
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Welcome to The Donald!

Welcome to the forum of choice for The President of The United States, Donald Trump!

Be advised this forum is for serious supporters of President Trump. We have discussions, memes,
AMAs, and more. We are not politically correct.

Our Rules

Trump Supporters

This is The Donald. Our community is a high-energy Trump rally. There are no exceptions.

Follow the Law

No posts or comments that violate laws in your jurisdiction or the United States. The Feds are always
watching!

No Racism
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No racism, including slurs, non-factual content, and general unfounded bigotry.

No Doxing

No doxing, including revealing personal information of non-public figures, as well as addresses, phone
numbers, etc. of public figures.

Be Respectful

Be respectful to fellow The Donald community members.

No Self Promotion

Linking or promoting merchandise, fundraising, or spamming personal websites, blogs, or channels is
not permitted.

Questions and Concerns

All moderation questions and concerns should be submitted via modmail.

Don't be Dumb

Remember, you represent the movement against Globalism, Communism and Progressive Insanity.
Your comments and posts may become news.

Election Information

Campaign Information

Volunteer for Trump
Donate to Trump
Buy Trump Merch
Join a Trump Coalition
Fundraise for Trump

Voting Information

Register to Vote
Verify Your Voter Registration
Military & Overseas Citizens
USA.gov Voter Resources
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